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RRD K-Race 65
“Only for determinated racers”

Program: Race

After a year of intense testing and development, RRD are proud to launch a new fully dedicated race board. The RRD K-Race 65 is a Quad 
fin set up, a board designed to excell in light winds. This is an IKA registered production board and in the  2011 racing season it will 
be the most accredited contender for the World Title on the PKRA Production rankings. The RRD K-Race 65 will be a serious contender 
against custom boards as well in the overall racing scene.

The K-Race 65 features:
• Wide Body outline 
• 4 power box fins CNC shapes G-10
• Multiple footstrap position
•  Hi comfort –adjustable Da Kine Xlace footstraps

During the development process we found that 65 has a great width to length ratio, which 
allows the rider to be able to use those side fins with a lot of ease and effectiveness. The 
board is very easy to control which today is a very important feature in racing. 
The wide layout and the wide nose are designed to give the rider optimum control on the 
race course, allowing them to point extremely high upwind and making the downwind 
leg a pleasure to ride. 

Technology:
EPS core /full PVC top and bottom with  Custom made layup  Carbon/Wood deck and glass 
bottom.

Model: K-Race 65
Size (cms): 180x65
Straps: 4 x DaKine X-LACE /RRD
Finbox: 4 x PowerBoxes
Fin: 2 X G-10 K-RACE 32 - 8° FRONT POWERBOX
          2 X G-10 K-RACE 28 - 0° REAR POWERBOX
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Super wide outline from nose to tail to maximize speed and control. 4 fins set up with 8° angle on front fins and 0° on rear fins.

The whole fin  big area is concetrated right between the feet, where power, control and 
balance are in the right place

The Footstraps area with multiple inserts positioning to trim the straps very accurately 
according to the conditions and riding styles.

The thin  volume of the board, allows to have great control at hi speed and still be able 
to ride underpowered and carry as much fin area as possible.

The deck view with air vent in front of the straps.

The  exclusive DaKine /RRD X-Lace straps , offer great comfort of ride 
and  are really  easy to trim on the beach.

The wide nose area with generous nose lift allows to pass heavy chops with ease on the 
downwind  course.


